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Preface
. This document is a brief version of a more comprehensive

publication, one dealing, with 29 criteria for designing local
inservice programs and offering illustrations of the criteria in
operation. Here the focus is on the 29 criteria alone, discussing
their. meaning and, 'application. It is intended to be a handy
reference that can be reproduced and distributed locally at
modest cost.

These criteria were not discovered intuitively or devised by one
or" two experts in isolation. They grew out of guidelines in
question form that were generated from a Teacher-Corps-
sponsored Workshop oh Reconceptualizing Inservice Education
in Atlanta in February 1975 and were published in Rethinking In-
Service Education. Following the Atlanta workshop, criteria
were developed 'from those questions and shared widely by the
Far West Teacher Corps Network for reactions with teachers,
administrators, higher education personnel,, state depaittment of
education officials, teacher organization leaders and staff, and
others. inally`, the criteria were considered by teams of
educators (again including teachers, administrators, state
department of education staff, college and university personnel,
teacher organization staff, and Teacher Corps directors) at a

, two-and-a-half day workShop sponsored by the Far West Teacher
Corps Network in Las Vegas in Junk 1976:

The reactions and recommendatioris of all these people were
pulled together and refined with additional commentary and
explanation by Roy Edelfelt.

We publish these criteria ps ideas to consider, not as
pronouncements to heed. In the best of all possible worlds, all of
these crAteria could be applied. In our yet imperfect state, readers
must choose those criteria that are possible, feasible, and
reasonable for their situation.

A special note of recognition Is deserved by Teacher Corps,
Washington, D.C. and the Board of Directors of the Far West
Teac,her Corps Network fpr their vision and continuing efforts to

a upgrade in-service education.

Paul (Randy) Walker
Executive Secretary
Far West Teacher Corps Network
September 1976
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Criteria for Local Inservice
Education Programs

Roy A. Edelfoit

, "What criteria should guide inservice education at the local
level?" This question is heard all across the country these days
from teachers, administrators, school board members, college
professors, and others.

Criteria are more helpful than prescriptions to educators who
want to design their own inservice education program. Criteria do
not .dictate the sbbstance and the essence of program; -they
suggest standards and . zracteristics. They also set . forth
principles for deCisions at the conditions and circumstances
of planning and operation. .

As Table 1 illustrates, inservice education has many distinct
purposes. The purpose for which these criteria are mainly
intended is school improvement. But purposes do overlap.
Inservice education for school improvement may be study for
which credit is earned, artd It may lead to a credential," a degree,
or other academic recognition. Categories of inservice education
arehever pure, and*purposes are seldom singular (Joyce, Howey;
& Verger, 1976)/Consequently, adaptations should be made in
defipition, purpose, and criteria appropriate to particular school
systems and buildings: However, for the criteria included in this
booklet the major focus is consiStent, with the following
definition: Inservice education 'is "a program of activities
prOmoted or directed by an' educational organization [and]

rdesigned to increase the competencies needed by K-12 personnel
in the performance of their duties" (State of Washington, 1976,
p.2).

...co Criteria are grouped into five sections: Decision,-Making,
Relationship to the Program f the School, Retources,
Commitment to Teacher Edina n, and Rewards. The discus-
sion following each criterion att pts to make meaning more
clear and to address some issues he criterion raises. All criteria

At are. interrelated and interdependent; that is, each one influences
all the others and the 29 represent a total concept of inservice
education for the improvement of school program.

The criteria may be used in several ways. They are probably of
most value as considerations that any school faculty might
review in thinking through ground rules for designing and

4 This paper is for thought and discussion. It does not repre-
sent the policy or opinion of any organization or agency.
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Purposes of Inservice Education
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trout school
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or federal
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.
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s .
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Dual /tics-
tion for
better
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and/or
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In better
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and/or state
agency

Retraining-
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*

-.-
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and/or
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Professional
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....
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k
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recognized
by others

.
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development

Personal/
professional
standards

New Knowl-
edge. irn-
proved Corn-
petence.
and/or self-
satisfaction

.

Personal desire
or commitment
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determining pro'gram. The criteria provide basic Ideas on which
professionals cag. plan and operate a program.. .

Anotherrvery 'different use of the Criteria Is as survey 'items to
get a reading of the, perceptions of district or building personnel.
A s6ry y can provide a fairly quick and efficient starting point. 'It
will tel ,what 'respondents think of current circumstances, 'what
t ey t ink desirable in inservice education; and the priority they
p ac on each of the 'criteria. A surrey' instrument can b?
constructed as follows: .

lnservice Education Planning Survey
,

Instructions: For each statement on the left; circle the,
responses in columns A,B, and C that reflect your
perceptions: In columns A and B, 1 .= Never or almost never,
2 = Sometimes,9 = Frequently, and 4 = Always. In column
C, 1 = Of little importance, 10 = Of great importance, and
the numbers 2-9 represent gradations betWeen these ',
extremes. ,

1. Decision-
making pro-
cesses are
based on co-
operation be-
tween. all
major inter-
est groups
(school dis-
trict, College
/University,
teacher or-
ganizatiOn).

Al B

What is What Should Be Importance of Item
as a Criterion

1 2 3 4'. 1 2 3 4 1,2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 */
10,

Asking respondents to indicate both "What is" and What
Should Be" makes it possible to assess the distance between
these points that is, the discrepancy between circumstances
that exist and the aspirations of respondents. Tallying the third
column gives an indication, of thea degree to which personnel
think particular criteria are important. Looking at both the mean
discrepancy and the mean level of agreemerit of all respondents



, ,,

. --.
i,

,provides information on thq direction In which respondente want:
to move and the priority tat they assign to such a move.

Decision- Making
There are six criteria that deal with aspects of decigibn-

making. The process of 'decidon-making is,a first consideratiOn
because It sets the tone df collective action and specifies how
people will be regarded.

1.- Decision-making processes are based on cooperation between
all major Interest gr6Ups, that is, school district, college/uni-
versity, and teacher organization.
It may be instructive to explain why "cooperation" Is used

ratherthan "collaboration," the latter term enjoying considerable
use in inservice education. Cooperation was chosen because the

.meaning of'the word is more appropriate. It means "the action of
cooperating: common effort" (Webster's, 1974, p. 250) and
"association of persons for common benefit" whereas collabora-
tion means working "jointly with others esp. in an intellectual
endeavor" (p'. 219).

Obviously cooperation is a first condition. Unless the major
interest groups work and act together for common benefit, there
can be little progress on inservice education. However,'
cooperation' should not suggest that there will not be conflict.
Conflict may, in fact, be productive provided it is dealt with in

' ways that find resolution and accommodation to different points
of view or that result in comprorhise or the synthesis of various
persuasions into new and better ideas.

School districts, colleges/universities and teacher organizi-
dons admittedly have different views on some issues. Each
-organization exists for different reasons. When they come
together to cooperate on inservice education, it is inevitable that
differences will become evident. One such difference may be the
criteria .to which each can subscribe for inservice education
prograhls. Thus, a first order of business may be: to examine the
criteria that follow, to assess the level of agreement, and to
select or develop criteria on which inservice education programs
can be planned and operated.

2. Decisions are made by the people who are affected, and thp
decisions are made as close as possible to the situation where
they will be operative.

8
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Obviously decision- making for the design of local programs
should bo locally based.. But how locally based? Should authority
bo delegated to on -site staff? What decisions should be made at
the building level? Who should be Involved, in addition to major
interest groups? What part should parents and students play?
What part should the state department of education play?

The argunient for building-level decision- making is that It
involves the people who are most Immediately responsible, for
improving school program. And there is some evidence that the
school building is the largest viable unit f0 change and
improvement. Current arguments for more decentralization
support this notion.

lnservice education must also have school district sanction
and support. Thus, some decision-making should take place at
that level. Such' decisions most appropriately deal with
facilitating and coordinating inservice programs at the butiding
level and attending to those elements of program that are
district-wide.

Additionally, education is the responsibility of die state, so
some decisions will be made by' state OepartMents and state
boards of education. (For a discussion .of decisions that are
appropriately made at this level, see Edekfelt & Allen, 1967, and
Edelfelt & Johnson, 1975, particularly pp. $8-55, 80-82).

The above paragraphs addrets ferent levels of decision-
making. At each level, criterion 1 holds that there is
cooperation which includes at least t e school district,
dollege/university, and teacher organization. There may be in
some cases there ought to be establishe cOrnmittees or the
like to make the necessary decisions.

Some provision for parent and student I volvement is also
essential. Howev r, neither group has suffi lent professional
expertise to be a full partner. Input from paren s and students is
probably most effective at the building level, w ere they can react
directly to issues that affect them. Certajnly th participation of
parents and students is necessary if clients re to be heard.
Involving parents and students also heltrs to c mmunicate how
difficult inservice education and school improv anent are.

3. The cooperation of major interest groups is ba d on a concept
of parity for each party.
To understand this criterion it is most important) to be clear on

a definition of parity. Parity is used here to mean the quality or
state of being equal or equivalent" (Webster's, 974, p. 833).
Representatives of major interest groups, then, sh uld be equal

l9



In the Weight-of-their opinion on an issue in quilstion, Parity la-
probably most clear In voting, each party having ()clued weight In
any vote. ,

Equality will probably not exist I,n dogroo.of expertise, length
of experience, or competence, in particular areas. For a
diSatission of this issue, see criterion 028.

4. Explicit procedures exist to assure' fairness in decision,
making.

This criterion goes, beyond ensuring equality or parity. It calls
for procedures that guarantee Justice, Impartiality, dispassion,
and objectivity. It means that there should bo' procedures to
guard against exploitation of one interest group by the others.

Explicit rocedures might include required consensus for
major decisions, veto powers in voting, specified procedures for
due process, an appeal procedure, andJor binding arbitration.

5. There are policies (e.g., In a collective-bargaining agreement)
relating to inservice education.
A "policy" is "a definite course Of method of action

selected. . . to guide and determine present and future
decisions" (Webster's, 1974, p. 890). "Policies" here refers to
school district policies, of which the collective-bargaining
agreement is an example:

Teacher organizations are seeking to have many matters
relating to inservice education included In collective-bargaining
contracts. However, there are procedures and processes in most
school districts that go beyond topics covered in collective-
bargaining contracts. Therefore, the term "policies". is used to
assee that all matters dealing with Inservice education are
enc mpassed.

6. Inservice education programs are institutionalized.
This criterion means that inservice education is an established

part of the system and a significant practice within the school
organization. It also suggests that worthy new programs will
become part of the system..

in many school districts, inservice education is not an integral f
part of the school system. The schoordistrict has traditionally
seen its primary goal as educating the young. Too often it has
seen that. goal as its sole obligation, not recognizing any
responsibility for-the inservice eudcation of teachers. Gradually,
however, school districts are accepting some responsibility for
inservice education because they recognize. its 'influence in
improving school program. ,

.9
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Relationship to the Program
of the School

Two pkwition should Woad° explicit regarding the criteria In
this and other sections. One is that the first five criteria below are
not =Wally exclusive; that Is, inservice education can be
directly related to curriculum development and can also Improve
instruction and moot the needs of students, teachers, and ochool
program.,Second, some of the criteria in this section rhay seem
similar to criteria that appear under other headings; for example,
criterion 1112 in this section may scorn similar to criterion 016 in
the section on "Resources." Not so. This section is concerned
about how inservice oducatien is provided for within the school
program; the "Resources" section Is concerned about whether
the resource, time, Is available to engage in inservice education.

7. Inservice education Is directly related to curriculum develop-
ments
Certainly, "curriculum" must be defined for this criterion to

have meaning. Among the broadest definitions is "all the
learning experiences for which the school is responsible." A bit
more limited Is "all of the planned learning outcomes for which
the school Is responsible." Obviously, those who use these
criteria will need to agree on thdirown definition.

Another way to be precise in definition is to apply this criterion
to the curriculum at the building level; that is, to state the
criterion, "inservice education Is directly related to curriculum
development at the building level."

8. Inservice education is directly related to instructional improve-
ment.
There Is general agreement that instructional Improvement Is

the central and compelling reason for inservice education. This is
, probably the most noncontroversial criterion.

There are, of course; other purposes for inservice education,
some of which are stated in the rrext three criteria. An important
issue is establishing a proper balance among purposes and being
explicit and public about priorities.

9. Inservico education is based on the needs of students.
In fact, inservice education may be only indirectly based on the

needs of students because teachers' problems as influenced by

10



studentS may be the Main emphasis of inservice education, For
example, attention to leachers' skills In classroom ManfigaMOnt
may be tilt) rsult of student.behavior problems, This oriterion.ls
intended to suggest that inservice oduoatioftof tenohors will have

_outcomes that contribute to meeting theineods of students. This
criterion should help keep inservice education relevant,

There are typos of Insorvico education that aro not related to
the needs of students. This criterion does not suggest that such
Inservico education is unjustified or unimportant. The critical
issue is finding the appropriate balance between insorvlco
programs that help teachers respond more adequately to student
needs and ,Inservice programs with other goals.

10. inservice education Is based on the needs of teachers.
Teachers strongly concur with this criterion, particularly when

It means the needs of teachers as perceived by teachers.
Traditionally, Inservice education has boon proscribed for
teachers by others. Psychology supports the notion that learning
is optimum. when what is learned satisfies, the needs of the
learner.

There is also research evidence that teacher Involvement Is
crucial in change projects If success Is to be expected
(Greenwood, Mann, & McLaughlin, 1975). If a central purpose of
inservice education is school improvement, teachers must be
Involved.

There are other views on this criterion. College and university
people, who have long dominated formal inservice education
through graduate study, argue that they have the knowledge and
expertise to determine what teachers ought to know. School
district administrators, curriculum directors, and supervisors
argue that teachers' perceived needs are but one Important
determinant of inservice education; they suggest that inservice
education should also be compatible with district supervisipn/
evaluation standards. Advocates of competency-based InseMce
programs argue that teacher needs should be determined In
relation to needed teacher competencies.

This criterion may be one that requires considerable
discussion.

10. Inservice education is based on the needs of school program.
In order .to base inservice education on the needs of school-
program, the school's goals must be clear and public, and there
must be consensus on their importance and validity. It is unusual
to have ,both those conditions in force. However, inservice

.
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edudation that is intended to satisfy the needs of school program
might be an 'effective device to get clear, common understand-
ings and agreements on school goals and purposes. That
approach, of course, is usually much more feaskible if the school,,-
program question is the builAing Npgram over which teachers
and administrators have some control.

If it is to work for the program of the building, inservice
education should include th,e principal and all other participating
personnel (see criterion #28).

12. lnservice education is a part of a teacher's regular teaching
load.

This criterion is probably the most significant of all becauseit
proposes a new concept of the job of teaching. It suggests more
than "released time" or "Tueddays for thinking.', It affirms that
study, exploration, development, and learning are integral parts
Of prOfessional practice and should ;tae a legitimate part of the
teacher's regular responsibilitied.

Note that the inservice educatioh under iscussi9n ire is that
related to the improvement of school, program inservice
education that respondt to student, teacher, and program needs.
There are, of course, other types of inservice education that
teachers will engage in for their own purposes for example, to
attain additional credentials and degrees or to gain additional
knowledge and skill in teacher organization matters. (See chart 1)

13 The techniques and methods used in inservice education are
consistent with fundamental principles of good teaching and

414eaming.
This criterion does not suggest that adult learning is identical

with child and adolescent learning It suggests that learning at
any level is essentially the same process and that good principles
of teaching are universal It recommends that approaches to
teaching and learning used in inservice eduction illustrate the
best professional practice

Approaches (techniques and methods) and the expectations
for learning should be made public (see Corwin & Edelfelt, 1976,
PP 8-9)

14 Research/evaluation is an integral part of inservice education.
Monitoring that provides for feedback, and evaluation coupled

with research are integral parts ofsnservice education Data
should be gathered to establish goals and objectives. to make
decisions about content and procedures, and to assess the

12
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degree to which goals and objectives`' are achieved in an inservice
program.

Inservice education should also use and reflect research
findings and prOmotemore systematic and scientific approaches

, to collecting and treating data. in teaching.
Outside talents Should:be emprOyed when necessary to assist

teachers and others in designing research and 'evaluation
schemes. Teachers should determine what is to be evaluated;
researchers can provide the technical assistance to make results
as reliable and sophisticated as possible.

15. All those who participate in inservice education are engaged
in both learning and teaching.

Inservice education is not Merely a matter, of one group
dispensing information to another; each participant has some
special area of insight, talent, expertise, and perception.
Included in "all those who participate" are teachers, college
professors,, school administrators and supervisors, curriculum
directors, etc. All these participants at one time or another will be
engaged as learners and teachers.

Resources
16. Time is available during regular instructional hours for

inservice education.
Time in a teacher's working day is a very precicius commodity.

There is never enough. Providing time for Inservice education
during regular instructional hours requires some changes in both
scheduling and attitudes. Attitudes may be the most difficult to
change. Some teachers and administrators do not think that a
teacher is at work unless he or she is engaged in teaching
students. Studying diagnostic procedures while trying to analyze
learning problems of students, or developing a curriculum unit to
fit a particular group or individual student and studying
curriculum theory in the process these seldom register as
legitimate teacher activities on school time.

Schedules will also be difficult to change, particularly if
student-teacher ratios remain as high as in recent years and if all
students must constantly be in classes or- supervised by
teachers.

The subject of time to teach has had some study (Provus &
Jacobson, 1966), but the subject of time for teachers to learn has
had practically no attention.

13



17. Adequate personnel are available from the school difitrict and
college/university for inservice education.

"Adequate" means sufficient in both quality and. quantity.
"Personnel .. . from the school district" includes teacheis.
Practicing classroom teachers are at times the best instructors
for other teachers.

Mentioning only school district and higher education may be
too restrictive. Other resources exist in the regional education
laboratories, state departments of education, boards of
cooperative educational services, intermediate school districts,
teacher organizations, administrator organizations, etc. Person-
nel from all these agencies should be available when appropriate..

18. Adequate materials are available.
Again, "adequate" means quality as well as quantity.

Sometimes quality materials are available, but not in sufficient
quantity. This is particularly true with books and audivisual
materials; the wait to use a particular item can be so long that the
relevant moment has passed when the item becomes available.

Access to materials is another problem. Some insnliuctional
materials centers and teacher centers provide both excellent
access and excellent consultant help in selection and use. Too
often, however, teachers are left to the time-consuming job of
seeking out for themselves the material they need, and they get
no counsel on its use.

19. Inservice education makes use of community resources.
Despite field trips, catalogs of community resources, business

education days, etc., most schools make relatively little use of
the people, places, and things available in the immediate
environment of the school. Inservice education should help
teachers become aware of, conversant with, and skilled in the
use of community resources.

With all instructional resources, particularly those outside the
school, there should be a clearinghouse to match them with
teacher needs.

20. Funds for inservice education are provided by the local school
district.

The source of funds (local, state, or federal) that local districts
use to pay for inservice education is still a debatable issue. The
local districts' obligation to provide funds is less controversial,
particularly among teachers. They contend that the major benefit
of inservice education designed to improve instruction accrues to

14



students and the community, and thus, this kind of inservice
education should be at public expense.

Property' taxes in most communities are already viewed- as
'excessive.

by
education should probably be largely

'financed by state funds that are earmarked for that purpose and
disbursed to districts with approved programs. Federal funds
should also be available to support inservice education.
However, they should be transmitted through the state.

There are recommendations that inservice education be _paid
for by regional educational agencies. Some contend that
institutions of higher education, teacher organizations, and
individuals should,pay the bill. The purposes and the benefactors
of inservice education should be considered in making decisions

'about who has fiscal responsibility. The main goal is assuring
that funding for inservice educaton is provided on a continuous
basis so that programs cease to be piecemeal and haphazard,
and so that inservice education will not be the first cut when
budgets must be pared.

21. inservice education is paid for by state funds provided for that
purpose.

Maintaining adequate schools and quality personnel to staff
them is primarily a-state responsibility. States have accepted this
responsibility, but in maintaining the-quality of school personnel
the main emphasis has been the initial preparation of teachers. It
is time for state officials to recognize and accept responsibility
for inservice education. In a society that is changing rapidly,
preservice teacher education can never be adequate for a career in
teaching. Clearly, some areas of teacher competence are better
learned in practice.. Inequities in funding among locak districts
can be compensated for by state funding, and monitoring to
ensure quality can be achieved with greater objectivity by a
disinterested agency of the state.

Funding and other aspects of support require state legal
sanctions (see Edelfelt & Johnson, 1975, p 80-82). Such
sanctions would institutionalize and legitimize the organization,
design, concept, and support of inservice education. No states
now have sanctions adequate to that task (Giffert, Harper, &
Schember, 1976).

Some contend that funding must be shared by decision-mak-
ing groups (see criterion #1 and #2) or else parity will fail. The
counterargument is that some of the major interest groups (e.g.,
institutions of higher education and teacher organizations) have
no direct responsibility for education in public schools and no

15
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sources of funds'Atlat could legitimately e spent on inservice
education to improve school program.

Commitment to Teacher Education
22. Protssisionargtowth is seen as a continuum from preservice

preparation through career-long professional development. ,

Learning to teach and Maintaining competence to teach, is a
continuous, never- ending process. However, there are check-
points at which judgments are made about meeting requirements
for graduation, certification, and tenure. Unfortunately, these
checkpoints have separated professional growth into segments.
For example, uhdergraduate preparation is seldom connected
smoothly with initial practice and the begihning of inservice
education. There is-typically no, recognized transition period. A
college senior abruptly becomes a 10th -grade English teacher
between June and September.

The criterion means that professional growth is a continuous
process, not only in the mind of the individual professional, but
also in the formal provisions made for professional growth.
Preservice preparation provides a substantial beginning toward a
holistic concept of a professional teacher, and inservice
education continues development within the framework of that
concept. Teaching competence, then, is developed and honed in
a constant and conscious effort to make -professional
improvement a career-long process.

23. The inseinrice education program reflects the many different
wayi that professionals grow.

'This criterion is concerned with the response of the system of
inservice education to the individual. It is intended to remind
planners that growth patterns differ in style, timing, and
interests. Individual teaching style can be promoted by fostering
individual learning style.

Many options should be open to teachers in inservice
education, even options that lead to similar goals. For example,
one teacher might seek to improve his or her effectiveness in
teaching reading by taking a course, another by observing in
selected schools, a third by working in a clinic, and a fourth by
working closely with a supervisor or advisor in analyzing
practice. All these options are constructive and viable and should
be legitimate.

A teacher's first step in employing this criterion might be
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self-evaluation to identify, his or her uniqueness and peculiar-
ities. An important provision is having someone competent and -1
compatible,to give counsel. School districts might well consider
the British adVisor 'system (see Tyrell, 1964) or some other way to
provide teachers 'with counselors who are not threatening and
who have no authority over teachers.

24. The inservice education ....program addresses the many
different roles and responsitkilitios that a teacher must

-assume.
Another way to state this criterion is, the inservice education

program addresses the many different functions of a teacher.
All teacher education is focused priniarily on the role of

i teacher of students. The emphasis is on the teacher's encounter
with the studenqs). Yet teachers spend an important part of their
time planning curriculum, devising instructional strategy, and
developing evalikation schemes. They also function as a member
of a faculty, a liaison with parents, a member of a profession,
etc. Inservice education should include study, analysis, and,
interpretation of the problems and issues connected with all
these roles and help teachers develop competence in each of
them.

25. Inservice education is re,latO to research and development.
Inservice education should alway have an experimental edge;

particularly now when interestA.ELL ,rvice education has been
aroused and there is an acute need on more effective programs..

Inservice education designed fo l school improvement should
be especially amenable to resea oh and development. That
emphasis brings curriculum de lopment and instructional
improvement to the foti-e as the sub tance of inservice education.
How actual pradtice and progra interface with professiOnal
developmept must be documerite by research.

College and university faculty, s well as teachers, will find
this emphasis of taservice education a very fertile field for
research. There is interest at thou ands of schools.

Usually -dollege and uniVersity, ff members are not well
rewarded for working at school sits. owever, thetcombinadon
of assistance with inservice edu atibn and research on new
de4elopments can legitimize assignments in publicvhOols for
higher education professors.

26. fhe respective, ptrengtImof the school-district, the college/
universi , the teacheflliganilatiorr, and the community are
used in tie inservice -education-program.

1_7 S)
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This criterior), is difficult to achieve because none of these
groups hps inservice education as its primary missionWho will
coordinate the use of direngths? How can the different
competencies of the groups be used most effectively 4 Obviously
aprocess must be developed, ideally one that reflects the criteria
in the first section (on decision-making).

There may be apprehensions about one group dominating.
Certainly, special strengths will make a particular agencw
preeminent at times. For example, if the focus of inservice
education is school improvement, the school district has a
singular strength in teachers and other -Personnel who know
students and existing programs. The school faculty, then, is
preeminent in its khowledge and awareness of the people and
circumstances that are affected. Faculty members should have
the major voice in decisions about inservice education that is
designed to improve school program. On the other hand,

state department of education personnel may be
more kno edgeable about certain content and techniqUes that
will contribute to school program improvement. They can serve
effectively as consultantso.guides, and counselors. Still different
is the teacher organization with its acute awareness of teacher
needs, for example, in regard to conditions of ,work or teacher
involvement in decision-making. These concerns are best
expreSsed through the organization as the collective agent of the
teachers. By contrast, if the focus is a research project, or
dissemination of research findings, the university might have the
greatest competence and tie a primary force.

The respective strengths of different groups, then, differentiate
their roles in various activities. However, one of the confounding
problems of our times is whether cooperating groups can decide
when the preeminenPe of one group, the expertise of another
group, or democratic decision-making should prevail or, how
to make them coexist. The whole issue needs more discussion
than can be p ivided here. Writings by Denemark and Yff (1974),
Darland (und 'red), and Hosam, Corrigan, Denemark, and Nash
(1976) may elp to clarify the issues in local discussions.

27. Internship and student teaching. experiences are used for
analysis and study in the inservice education program.

Internship and student teaching experiences (clinical or
laboratory experiences) provide unique opportunities for analysis
and evaluation. Analysis and evaluation are usually more open
and candid because the neophyte is still in training and expects
to be under rigorous scrutiny. The situation provides an
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opportunity for regular teachers and teacher trainers 'to probe
questions ofteaching more eeply than is usually possible when
a regular member of the. stall is expected to use his or her own
teaching as thq subject of anAlydis. Yet the lessons learned can. 7,
be applied by the regular teacher who supervisds anal9bis and 9

study. In fact, the regular teacher often learns the lesson better
Than the neophyte because the regular teacher has had more
experience.

This criterk supports criterion, #22, which .deals with
professional growth th as a continuum, but here the emphasis is-on.
what the mature teacher can learn from the analysis of teaching
with the neophyte.

28. Inservice education is available to all professional and nonpro-
fessional personnel.

The people who work in a school building teachers,
administrators, supervisors, secretaries, aides, janitors, cus-
todians, nurses, groundskeepers, etc. all influence the
program of that school. If inservice education is to improve
school program, it must include all personnel In appropriate
ways.

Rewards
29. There is a reward system for teachers, administrators, and

college /university personnel and others who engage in
inservice education programs.

The rewards for inservice education have been primarily
economic benefits and additional credentials. These are
essential rewards. But there are- others, some of which, like
approbation and recognition, are very simple. It should also be
possible to earn additional freedom, new privileges, higher
status, and greater prestige. Ironically, more responsibility can
also be a reward.

All of these rewards are laigely extrinsic. Intrinsic rewards
should be, promoted too. In a sense, status and prestige are
intrinsic because they must be earned; they can seldom be
bestowed. Pride is certainly largely an iptil.risici reward. So is
increased self-esteem because of great& competence gained
through inservice education.

Whether extrinsiq or intrinsic, rewards to all who participate in
inservice education should be much more clear and precise.
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